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Abstract. Model validation and probabilistic simulations are routinely used for

quantifying the uncertainties originating from the numerical models and their inputs,
respectively. How the two uncertainty types combine in the context of fire risk analy-
ses is not well understood. In this work, we study the propagation of modeling
uncertainty to the predicted distributions of probabilistic fire simulations using model

validation data representing an uncertain compartment fire scenario. The wall tem-
peratures are predicted in three different ways: one using a coupled model in which
the input is the fire heat release rate, and two models using a standalone conduction

solver and either experimentally or numerically (CFD) determined heat flux as a
boundary condition. Using the predicted wall temperatures, we calculated demonstra-
tive wall failure probabilities assuming different critical threshold temperatures. We

propose a simple method for correcting the simulated distributions and probabilities
towards the experimentally observed ones. The simulation results with the Fire
Dynamics Simulator show that the obtained uncertainties of this particular validation
set are similar to the ones reported in the validation guide. In average, the most accu-

rate model over-predicts wall temperature by � 5.0% and the prediction uncertainty
for both gas phase and solid phase temperature is � 10%. The wall temperatures
predicted from the measured heat-fluxes show higher modeling uncertainty than the

ones predicted by a coupled model of the entire gas-wall system. The proposed cor-
rection method is shown to improve the accuracy of the predicted distributions for
internal wall temperatures at different times. In practical applications, this would lead

to more accurate estimates of the time-dependent failure probabilities.

Keywords: Uncertainty propagation, Compartment fire, Modeling uncertainty

1. Introduction

With an aim to enable the performance-based design of fire safety, the develop-
ment and validation of essential computational tools is underway. In about a half-
century, in this context, numerous simulation tools emerged. Some of them pri-
marily evolved to solve the fire-related problems, while others are general purpose
tools that now include the fire simulation module. Among them, the tools adopt-
ing the well-known integration techniques such as the finite difference method
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(FDM) and finite volume method (FVM) are the fire dynamics simulator (FDS),
fireFOAM and ANSYS Fluent. The validity and modeling uncertainty of these
tools for fire engineering calculations has been investigated and reported by
numerous studies. For example, using FDS, Lee [1] accurately simulated the tun-
nel fires, Shen [2] and Drean [3] predicted the building fires and Yu [4] simulated
the momentum-driven jet flows. Similarly, using fireFOAM, Zadeh [5] predicted
the turbulent air plume induced ceiling jet and using ANSYS fluent Jujuly [6] sim-
ulated the liquefied natural gas (LNG) pool fire.

All numerical models have a certain modeling uncertainty; i.e. the model cannot
capture the actual physical phenomenon perfectly. For a particular output, the
modeling uncertainty should be quantified in a meaningful way. In fire safety
engineering, the most common practice is to express it as a measure of systematic
and random deviation from the experimentally observed value. For example, in
the validation guide of FDS, the modeling uncertainty is presented for various
output quantities. The data obtained from numerous fire experiments are com-
pared with the corresponding model simulations and the model uncertainty is
quantified in terms of systematic bias and the second central moment of random
errors. These two parameters represent the trending error property of the model,
hence can be used to estimate the prediction uncertainty resulting from using the
tool [7, 8].

The fire simulation tools have been reported to be used also in the probabilistic
analysis. For example, Matala [9] used FDS to study the performance of cables in
the tunnel fires, Hietaniemi [10] used it to study the performance of load-bearing
wood beams in the building fires, Ayala [11] used it for the stochastic simulations
of atrium fires, and Anderson [12] used the CFAST zone model to estimate the
community-averaged extent of fire damage in homes. The main task in such an
analysis is to calculate the output uncertainty corresponding to the given input
uncertainty. The term ‘‘output uncertainty’’ can be used in the case of non-para-
metric analysis as well but should not be confused with the one used for the para-
metric analysis. McGrattan [13] presents a method to estimate the output
uncertainty based on the available information of the model uncertainty. In his
method, the output uncertainty is the interpretation of normally distributed ran-
dom errors around a single unbiased output. In other words, it is simply the rep-
resentation of the possible modeling uncertainty resulting from using the tool. In
the parametric analysis, the output uncertainty is rather the desired quantity, and
should not be dependent on the modeling uncertainty but only the input parame-
ter uncertainty. The problem not addressed in the above-mentioned and similar
other studies is that the stochastically inferred output uncertainty is inevitably a
combination of both input and modeling uncertainties, being possibly very differ-
ent from the true output uncertainty [14, 15].

In this study, we present an uncertainty model that can be used to obtain the
true output uncertainty from the stochastically simulated one. We use the model
to illustrate how the model uncertainty propagates together with parameter uncer-
tainty. We demonstrate this using the validation data representing the uncertain
scenarios of the compartment fire. A set of real fire experiments with three vary-
ing parameters represents the stochastic set of simulations. Finally, we present
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that the model uncertainty metrics can be used to statistically compensate for
their effect in a probability calculation. Unlike in the previous works, where the
uncertainties are usually presented for the peak values, we present the uncertainty
pertaining to each time instance of the output.

2. Uncertainty Modeling

2.1. Parameter Uncertainty

If the inputs of a mathematical model are uncertain then the outputs will be
uncertain too. This uncertainty propagation depends upon the characteristics of
the model itself. The expression of uncertainty in output, T ¼ f ðXÞ, f being con-
tinuous and one time differentiable function, can be derived by Taylor expanding
T about its mean and utilizing the definition of standard deviation in T [16]. The
first order approximation is,

r2T ¼ JTRXJ; ð1Þ

where r2T represents variance in T, RX is variance-covariance matrix of the input
vector, X, and J ¼ ðJ1; J2; J3 . . .Þ, Ji ¼ @f =@Xi. If the input variables, X, are inde-
pendent of each other then the Eq. 1 would simply reduce to
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Figure 1 depicts the uncertainty propagation for a simple model, T ¼ pX . A nor-

mally distributed output, T � N p10; p2
� �

, is obtained for a normally distributed

input, X � N 10; 1ð Þ. For complex and non-linear problems, such derivation is
mathematically challenging, therefore, stochastic methods are adopted. Some

Figure 1. Input and output distribution for T =pX. The mean and
variance of X is 10 and 1 respectively.
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examples of stochastic methods are Monte-Carlo (MC), Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS) and Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (FAST) [17–19].

2.2. Combining Model and Parameter Uncertainty

The model uncertainty can be decomposed into two components: systematic bias
and random error [7]. The systematic bias is assumed to be a measure of the mul-
tiplicative factor by which the observed output is away from the true value. On
average, it is the ratio of observed and true output. The random error is assumed
to be an additive error that makes the observed output to fluctuate around the
true value. We assume that these parameters can be determined for each output
parameter, and are constants for a specific type of fire scenario.

The output for a simulation model, T ¼ f ðX Þ, with systematic bias, d, and ran-
dom error, �, is

T̂ ¼ d � T þ �; ð3Þ

where T̂ is the simulated quantity and T is the true quantity. Here, the T and �
are independent and the mean of � is zero. For such conditions, the mean and
variance of the observed quantity can be written as,

lT̂ ¼ d � lT and r2
T̂
¼ d2 � r2T þ r2� : ð4Þ

Where lT and r2T are the mean and variance of the true quantity and r2� is the
variance of the random error. The derivation for these expressions can be found
in the Appendix A.

For a normally distributed output, T, Table 1 lists the expressions of distribu-
tions in the presence or absence of model uncertainty. Figure 2 shows the his-
togram plots for specific values of d and r�. The left figure compares the effect of
only the bias, the middle one compares the effect of only the random error, and
the right one compares the effect of both. Figures show that the bias simply shifts
the distribution, while the random error widens it.

Table 1
The Output Distribution in Presence or Absence of Error

S.N. Distribution of T̂ Condition Description

1 NðlT ; r2T Þ d ¼ 1, r� ¼ 0 No model uncertainty (blue)

2 Nðd � lT ; d2 � r2T Þ d 6¼ 1, r� ¼ 0 Presence of bias

3 NðlT ; r2T þ r2� Þ d ¼ 1, r� 6¼ 0 Presence of random error

4 Nðd � lT ; d2 � r2T þ r2� Þ d 6¼ 1, r� 6¼ 0 Presence of both
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2.3. Correction of Output Distribution

If the prior information of d and r� is available, one can correct the simulated
output towards the true one. The corrected moments, lT and rT , can be derived
from Eq. 4. The corrected distribution is then the distribution generated using the
corrected moments. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the corrected
values can be obtained by substituting lT and rT into the general expression of
CDF. For Gaussian distribution, the CDF is

UðT Þ ¼ 1� 1

2
erfc

d � T� l
T̂

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 r2
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This method works well for the output distributions that can be represented by
the first two moments, e.g., Gaussian and uniform. When the shape of the output
distribution cannot be well represented by the first two moments, the output dis-
tribution can be corrected using

T ¼ 1

d
lT̂ þ T̂ � lT̂

� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� r�
rT̂
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4
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5; ð6Þ

where T is the corrected realization corresponding to the observed realization, T̂ .
The derivation for this expression can be found in Appendix A.

We illustrate the correction method using two arbitrarily chosen examples [20].
In one of the examples, both the simulated and the true distribution are Gaussian,
while in the remaining one, the distribution shape is irregular. First, we calculate
the correction parameters, d and r�, by comparing the simulated and true values,

d ¼ lT̂
lT

; and r� ¼
1

N� 1

XN

i¼1

T̂i � d � Ti

� �2
" #1

2

; ð7Þ

Figure 2. The simulated and true output distribution for, Left: d=1.1,
r�=0, Middle: d=1, re=p and Right: d=1.1, r�=p.
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where T̂ i and Ti are the ith realization of the simulated and the true quantity
respectively and N is the sample size. Then, using the correction parameters we
estimate the true shape from the simulated one.

Figure 3 shows the true, simulated and corrected distributions along with CDF.
In the upper plots, the dotted line represents the distribution generated using
Eq. 5 and the continuous line represents the distribution generated using Eq. 6.
Plots indicate that both methods work well with the normally distributed output.
For irregularly distributed outputs, as expected, the estimation is better with
Eq. 6. The maximum difference between the CDF of true and the corrected distri-
bution is � 0.05 and � 0.01 respectively for Eqs. 5 and 6. Even with Eq. 6, com-
plete trace-backing is not possible because the random error that occurred per
realization cannot be known.

2.4. Sampling Uncertainty

In the stochastic analysis, the inferred moments and the probabilities depend upon
the sample size and sampling method. This is known as sampling uncertainty. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates such uncertainty using one of the examples presented in the previ-

ous section. The simulated distribution T̂ , corrected distribution, T, and the 95%

Figure 3. Upper: The true, T, simulated, T̂, and corrected distribu-
tions. Lower: Corresponding cumulative density functions.
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fractiles values, z95, are presented for sample sizes N=100, 1000 and 10,000.
Higher sample size well represents the distribution and z95 values increases with
the increase in the sample size.

The sampling uncertainty can be presented as � bounds from the corrected
value. For example, if the probability inferred from the corrected distribution is p,
then the probability is p � Dp, where Dp is the sampling uncertainty. The sampling

uncertainty for simple MC simulation having sample size N is za
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pð1� pÞ=N
p

,

where za is a multiplier number that determines the level of confidence [21]. For
99% level of confidence za is 2.58. For LHS, such analytical expression is not
available, and a separate convergence analysis is needed. Figure 5 shows the result
of the convergence analysis carried out for the distributions presented in Fig. 4.
The left plot shows z95ðNÞ. The right plot shows their difference with the con-
verged value, z95(N ¼ 10; 000), and the maximum bound represents the sampling
uncertainty. With N = 1000, the corrected z95 and the sampling uncertainty are
61 and 2 respectively. This means the 95% fractiles value is 61� 2.

Figure 4. The distributions of simulated values, T̂, corrected values,
T, and 95% fractiles for three different sample sizes N=100, 1000
and 10,000.

Figure 5. Left: The 95% fractiles value, z95, of the simulated, T̂, and
corrected, T, distributions for different sample size, N. Right: The dif-
ference of z95 (N) and the converged value, z95 (N=10,000).
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3. FDS Model Validation

3.1. Validation Experiment

In October of 1998, a series of fire test was carried out at VTT Building Technol-
ogy with an aim to produce a set of data for validation of fire models [22]. The

tests were conducted in a compartment, 10� 7� 5 m3, having one door opening
to the large fire testing hall. The walls and ceiling were made of lightweight con-
crete and the floor was made of normal concrete. Figure 6 depicts one of the test
setups with a fire plume and measurement devices. Table 2 lists the material prop-
erties and the thickness of the obstructions.

Systematic variations of fire size and locations were made to determine their
effect on the fire environment. The selected fire locations are indicated in Fig. 6
and the test series are summarized in Table 3. Test 10 and 14 were for calibra-
tions, and hence not included in the table.

The fire source was n-Heptane circular steel pool placed over a load cell mea-
suring mass loss rate. Water was used under n-Heptane to stabilize the fire. The
free height from the water surface to pool edge was 0.13 m. The free height from
the fuel surface to pool edge was 0.11 m in most of the tests.

Burning rates, gas temperatures, wall temperatures, and heat fluxes were mea-
sured during the tests. There were 30 thermocouples to measure hot gas

Figure 6. Left: Schematic diagram representing the fire experiment.
Right: The selected pool locations.

Table 2
Material Properties and Thickness of Compartment Objects

Item Material

Thickness

l (m)

Density

q (kgm�3)

Specific heat

cp (Jkg�1K�1)

Thermal conductivity

k (WK�1m�1)

Walls Lightweight concrete 0.25 475 1150 0.08

Ceiling Lightweight concrete 0.3 475 1150 0.08

Floor Concrete 0.3 2280 1040 1.8
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layer(HGL) temperature, 46 thermocouples to measure ceiling jet temperature, 25
thermocouples to measure plume temperature, 5 heat-flux gages to measure the
heat flux on the wall and 9 thermocouples to measure the inside wall temperature.
Figure 7 shows the three locations where the inside wall temperatures were mea-
sured. At each location, a light-weight concrete block with three thermocouples
was placed in order to measure the temperatures at varying depths from the inner
wall surface.

Table 3
Fire Test Series: Fire Size, Fire Location and Opening Door Width

Test No. Pool location Pool diameter (m) Pool Area (m2) Duration (min) Door width (m)

Test 0 2 0.71 0.4 4:00 2.4

Test 1 2 0.71 0.4 4:00 2.4

Test 2 2 0.71 0.4 8:27 2.4

Test 3 2 0.88 0.6 7:45 2.4

Test 4 2 0.88 0.6 7:55 2.4

Test 5 2 0.88 0.6 8:14 2.4

Test 6 3 0.88 0.6 7:55 2.4

Test 7 1 0.88 0.6 8:00 2.4

Test 8 1 0.88 0.6 7:45 2.4

Test 9 4 0.88 0.6 7:18 2.4

Test 11 2 1.17 1.0 5:15 2.4

Test 12 2 1.17 1.0 5:07 2.4

Test 13 2 1.17 1.0 5:21 2.4

Test 15 1 1.17 1.0 5:15 2.4

Test 16 1 1.17 1.0 5:20 1.2

Test 17 2 1.17 1.0 5:20 1.2

Test 18 2 1.17 1.0 5:29 1.2

Test 19 2 1.60 2.0 5:30 2.4

Test 20 2 1.60 2.0 9:30 2.4

Figure 7. The locations of the block of thermocouples placed to
measure the inside wall temperatures.
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3.2. FDS Model

The fire experiment was modeled using FDS version 6.5.3. Figure 8 shows the 3D
representation of the simulation domain with transparent gas region and the gray
structural region. The fire driven flows in the gas region were simulated by numer-
ically solving the weakly compressible form of the Navier–Stokes equations. The
governing equations are presented in Technical Reference Guide of FDS [23]. The
heat-transfer in the structural region was simulated by numerically solving the
one-dimensional heat-conduction equation

qcp
@T
@t

¼ @

@x
k
@T
@x

� 	

; ð8Þ

with boundary conditions

�k
@T
@x

¼ q00
�
�
�
�
x¼0

;

�k
@T
@x

¼ �hðT � T1Þ � erðT 4�T 4
1Þ
�
�
x¼l;

ð9Þ

where x is the wall/ceiling depth from the heat-exposed surface. l represents the
wall/ceiling thickness such that the hot-side and cold side surface are at x ¼ 0 and
x ¼ l respectively. q00 is the interface heat-flux, e is the emissivity, T1 is the ambi-
ent temperature and the field variable T(x, t) represents the wall temperature. The
density, q, the specific heat capacity, cp, and the thermal conductivity, k, are

assumed to be constant. The heat transfer coefficient, h, at the front and the back
of the wall is calculated based on a combination of natural and forced convection
correlations [23].

Figure 8. 3D representation of the computational setup.
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The fire source was modeled as a circular burner with an appropriate heat
release rate (HRR), corresponding to a fuel inflow boundary condition. Figure 9
shows the specified HRR for the tests. The text in the figure indicates four differ-
ent test groups having the same pool diameter. The pool front surface tempera-
ture was specified to follow the same trend as HRR, starting from the room
temperature at t ¼ 0 and increasing to a peak value of 98.4�C at the time of the
peak HRR, and staying in that value until the end of the simulation. To account
for the incomplete combustion, soot yield was set to 2%.

Figure 10 depicts the discretization of the gas domain. To accurately resolve the
cylindrical shape of the heat source, the computational cells near the heat source
is refined to 5 cm. The cell size in the rest of the region is 10 cm. Similarly, the
right side in Fig. 11 depicts the discretization of the 1D heat-conduction model.
To resolve the spacing (0.5 mm) between the thermocouples measuring the wall

Figure 9. The specified heat release rate for different tests. Four test
groups based on the pool diameter.

Figure 10. Left: Discretization of the gas domain. Right:
Decomposition of the gas domain for parallel computing.
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temperatures, the compartment wall (0.3 m thick ) is discretized into 1000 grid
points with finer spacing close to the surfaces.

The simulation was carried out using a distributed-memory computer. We used
two steps to decompose the simulation domain. First, the entire compartment is
divided into 6� 5 ¼ 30 mesh regions. The right side in Fig. 10 shows the bottom
six of them, the view from the top. Then, for the bottom layer, one of the mesh
regions is further divided into nine regions. This results all together 29þ 9 ¼ 38
individual mesh regions. It applies to all tests except the ones in which the pool is
located in the middle of the compartment. For these cases, the gas domain is divi-
ded into 9� 5 ¼ 45 mesh regions with one of them further divided into nine,
resulting all together 44þ 9 ¼ 53 individual mesh regions. In both cases, there are
two additional mesh region covering the outside geometry, see Fig. 8. Each mesh
region used one core and 500 MB memory from a CPU. The models representing
all 17 tests were computed at the same time and the total computation time was �
6 h.

3.3. Standalone Analysis

Excluding the gas phase computation, we carry out a separate analysis to predict
the compartment wall thermal response. In this case, the heat-diffusion in the wall
is simulated in response to a pre-defined boundary heat-flux that represent the
possible fire scenario.

Figure 11 shows a schematic diagram of the standalone model. The left fig-
ure shows the Gauge heat-flux, q00, measured during the experiment and a ¼
k=ðqcpÞ indicates the wall material property. i ¼ 1; 2; . . .N and j ¼ 1; 2; . . . repre-
sent the spatial and temporal discretization with N nodes and t time steps respec-
tively. The cold-side boundary condition is both convective and radiative heat flux
with a heat transfer coefficient h and emissivity e respectively. The wall tempera-
tures, Ti;j, were predicted in response to the heat-flux obtained in two different

ways; (i) measured during the experiment, q00Exp, (ii) predicted from the

(CFD+FDM) coupled analysis, q00FDS.

Figure 11. Left: Boundary heat-fluxes for the standalone analysis.
Right: Schematic diagram representing the heat conduction model.
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We compare the solutions of the coupled model and the standalone model to
find out how the different error types propagate to the wall temperature predic-
tions. If, for instance, q00Exp was error-free and there was no error in interpretation

of q00Exp as a boundary condition, then the standalone model with q00Exp boundary

conditions should be more accurate than the coupled model. This is due to the
fact that, in the coupled model, both input uncertainties (most importantly fuel
mass loss rate) and the gas phase model uncertainty propagate to the wall temper-
ature prediction. In general, the measurement uncertainty of q00Exp is higher than

the measurement uncertainty of the fuel mass loss rate [22], and the relative per-
formance of the different modeling techniques is not obvious. In addition, com-
paring the coupled model uncertainties against the standalone model with q00FDS

boundary condition will indicate how much error is generated by the process of
interpreting specified (measured or predicted) heat fluxes as a boundary condition
for the numerical model.

4. Results

4.1. Measured and Predicted Outputs

Figure 12 compares several predicted and measured quantities. The Gauge Heat-
flux corresponds to the one measured on the side wall 1.35 m above the floor and
4.5 m from the back wall. Most of the predicted and measured curves are overlap-
ping with each other. The curves with highest values correspond to the test no 20.
For this test, a noticeable discrepancy can be seen in the beginning and around 8
min. The experimental uncertainty in this test may also be higher than average as
the temperatures were significantly higher, and as there was only one repetition of
this particular scenario.

Figure 13 show the measured and predicted inside wall temperatures for the
three versions of the heat flux boundary condition. Figure 14 show the times at
which the inside wall temperature exceeds a given threshold, T cr �C. The maxi-
mum value of the temperature measured during the experiment was 500�C, and
the horizontal axis of the lower plots is normalized by this maximum value, i.e.,
T cr=500. Most of the curves showing the threshold times do not reach the end
because the peak temperature value for those test is below 500�C. The results indi-

Figure 12. The predicted and measured, Left: Heat-flux, Middle:
Ceiling jet temperature and Right: Plume temperature.
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cate that the coupled model predictions overlap more to the measured values than
the predictions from the standalone model with q00Exp boundary condition.

Although the discrepancy in temperatures is small, the discrepancy in times to
reach a threshold temperature are sometimes very high, especially when the
threshold is close to a semi-steady temperature of the particular experiment.

4.2. Modeling Uncertainty

Table 4 lists the bias, d, and the second central moments of random errors, r�,
calculated following the methods explained in [7]. The d represents the average
deviation of model prediction from the measured value. The random errors are
presented as a relative term, i.e., er� ¼ r�=lT̂ . er�fEg represent the random experi-

mental errors and er�fMg represent the random model errors. For the calculation,
we used all the measurement points mentioned in Sect. 3.1. Appendix B shows the
scatter plots. The uncertainty values obtained from the current experiment are
close to the ones reported in the FDS Validation Guide, except for the Gauge
Heat Flux output quantity. The model uncertainty and the systematic bias for the
Gauge Heat flux are higher than those reported in the Validation Guide.

In addition to the discretization scheme explained in Sect. 3.2, we studied how
the mesh configurations affected the uncertainties (Table 5). The corresponding

Figure 14. Predicted and measured time at which the wall crosses Tcr

�C . Left: CFD+FDM coupled model. Middle: Standalone model with
boundary, qExp

00
. Right: Standalone model with boundary, qFDS

00
.

Figure 13. Predicted and measured inside wall temperature. Left:
CFD+FDM coupled model. Middle: Standalone model with boundary,
qExp

00
. Right: Standalone model with boundary, qFDS

00
.
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scatters plots are shown in Appendix C. The first configuration is the one that we
explained in Sect. 3.2. In the second configuration, the 10 cm mesh region was
made coarse, down to 20 cm. In the remaining two configurations, uniform cell
size was used in the entire gas domain and the cylindrically shaped burner was
simplified to a rectangle shape. For cylindrical shaped burner and multi-mesh con-
figuration, the bias remains unchanged. For the rectangular burner, the bias
increases despite the mesh refinement. This is due to the imperfect modeling of the
burner vent area. The vent area is poorly represented when the burner surface is
not perfectly aligned with the mesh face. For the coarse mesh, the effective vent
area can be lower than the specified value. This results in a lower HRR and ulti-
mately the lower bias.

Figure 15 visualizes the model uncertainty as a function of time. d and er� were
calculated, using Eq. 7 at each time, by comparing the measured and predicted
temperatures presented in Fig. 12. The plots show that on average, Gauge heat-
fluxes are underestimated, while Ceiling Jet and Plume temperatures are overesti-
mated. The Gauge heat-fluxes have higher random components than the Ceiling
jet temperatures and Plume temperatures. Most importantly, we see that the

Table 4
Experimental Uncertainty, Modeling Uncertainty and Systematic Bias:
Comparison Between the Current Experiment and the Validation
Guide

Output quantity

Current experiment Validation guide

er�fEg er�fMg d er�fEg er�fMg d

HGL temperature 0.04 0.04 1.01 0.07 0.12 1.07

Ceiling jet temperature 0.07 0.07 1.04 0.13 0.14 1.06

Plume temperature 0.07 0.09 0.98 0.07 0.22 1.09

Adiabatic surface Temp 0.07 0.12 0.99 0.07 0.17 1.04

Gauge heat-flux 0.11 0.85 0.98 0.11 0.27 1.00

Wall temperature

CFD + FDM (FDS) 0.07 0.12 1.05 – – –

FDM, boundary ¼ q00Exp 0.07 0.10 1.15 – – –

FDM, boundary ¼ q00FDS 0.07 0.17 1.07 – – –

Table 5
Uncertainties in Wall Temperature Prediction for Different Mesh
Configurations

Burner shape Mesh type

Mesh configuration Uncertainty

Near the burner (cm) Rest of the region (cm) er�fMg d

Cylindrical Multi-size 5 10 0.12 1.05

Cylindrical Multi-size 5 20 0.15 1.05

Rectangular Uniform 10 10 0.16 1.15

Rectangular Uniform 20 20 0.17 1.05
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model uncertainties at different time instances are not identical to those calculated
at the time of the peak output.

Figures 16 and 17 show the d and er� calculated based on the wall temperatures
and threshold times presented in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. The plot indicates
that the wall temperatures on average are overestimated. Due to this, the pre-
dicted times are underestimated. In the models based on the FDS gas phase, the
early transient temperatures are underestimated, and threshold times hence overes-
timated. The effect is much less in the right-most plot (standalone model with q00Exp
boundary condition), indicating that either the HRR boundary condition or CFD
solution introduces a temporal delay in the early phase. Comparison of the cou-
pled and standalone analysis predictions over the entire time period, however,
indicates that the modeling uncertainty is higher for the latter one. Furthermore,
the modeling uncertainty is higher for boundary flux q00Exp. We therefore conclude

that, for the wall temperature prediction, the propagation of gas-phase modeling
uncertainty is less harmful than the propagation of heat-flux measurement uncer-
tainty. Better predictions can be achieved with the coupled analysis.

4.3. Measured and Predicted Moments

The model uncertainty metrics presented in Figs. 15 and 16 are relative quantities
and do not visualize well the quality of parameter uncertainties. Figure 18 com-

Figure 15. Model uncertainty in the prediction of, Left: Gauge heat-
flux, Middle: Ceiling jet temperature and Right: Plume temperature.

Figure 16. Model uncertainty in the prediction of wall temperature.
Left: CFD+FDM coupled model. Middle: Standalone model with
boundary, qExp

00
. Right: Standalone model with boundary, qFDS

00
.
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pares the measured and the predicted outputs in terms of their first two moments.
The line or dot represents the first moment and the half-length of the error bar
represent the second moment. Plots show that the measured and the predicted val-
ues are close to each other. In average, the first moments of the ceiling jet temper-
atures and plume temperatures are slightly over-predicted and the first moments
of Gauge Heat-fluxes are slightly under-predicted. In most of the plots, the error
bar after 8 minutes extends towards the negative axis. This is because after 8 min-
utes, the mean is close to zero and the standard deviation is high, see Figs. 12 and
13.

Figures 19 and 20 respectively show the first two moments of wall temperatures
and the times at which the wall crosses the threshold temperature, Tcr �C. In aver-
age, the wall temperatures are slightly overpredicted and because of this, the times
are underpredicted. Overall, the simulated first two moments are close to the
observed one.

4.4. Temperature and Probability Correction

Assuming that the wall fails when it crosses a given temperature threshold, the
failure probability would be the fraction of the number of the test cases in which
the wall temperature rises above this threshold. We now try to understand how
the modeling uncertainty in temperatures propagates to such a probability and

Figure 18. The two moments of the predicted and measured outputs.
Left: Gauge heat-flux, Middle: Ceiling jet temperature and Right:
Plume temperature.

Figure 17. Model uncertainty in the prediction of threshold time.
Left: CFD+FDM coupled model. Middle: Standalone model with
boundary, qExp

00
. Right: Standalone model with boundary, qFDS

00
.
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how it can be corrected. As the temperature predictions of the previous section
were indistinctly close to the measurements, it became very difficult to demon-
strate the corrections of probabilities. We, therefore, used the results correspond-
ing to the mesh configuration with the highest modeling uncertainty.

In Figure 21, the upper plots show the predicted, measured and the corrected
wall temperatures at three different times for each of the tests. The corrected tem-
perature were obtained using Eq. 6 and single values of model unceratinty param-
eters (d ¼ 1:15, er�fMg ¼ 0:16, see Table 5). We see that where the prediction and
measurement are apart, the corrected value is usually closer to the measurement.

The lower plots of Figure 21 show the failure probabilities at different times for
three different threshold temperatures. Initially, the walls are at ambient tempera-
ture and probabilities are zero. The probabilities increase as the number of tests
exceeding the given threshold increases. The upper middle plot shows the tempera-
tures at 4 min. At this time, the number of temperatures above 100�C is 13 for
the predicted, corrected as well as the measured quantities. Therefore the proba-
bility is, 13/17 � 0.8 (lower left plot). The number of points crossing 300�C, how-
ever, is 7 for the predicted, 3 for the corrected and 2 for the measured quantities,

Figure 19. The first two moments of the predicted and measured
wall temperatures. Left: CFD+FDM coupled model. Middle: Standalone
model with boundary, qExp

00
. Right: Standalone model with boundary,

qFDS
00

.

Figure 20. The first two moments of the predicted and measured
times at which the wall crosses Tcr �C . Left: CFD+FDM coupled model.
Middle: Standalone model with boundary, qExp

00
. Right: Standalone

model with boundary, qFDS
00

.
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therefore the probabilities are 7/17 � 0.4, 3/17 � 0.15 and 2/17 � 0.1 respectively
(lower right plot).

The predicted probabilities are higher than the measured ones. The corrected
probability values are closer to the measured ones. Even though the real modeling
uncertainty varies with respect to time, the probability correction carried out using
the generalized (constant) value was effective at each time instance. This indicates
that the model uncertainty values can be generalized for the failure probability
correction. Here we used the uncertainty parameters obtained from the same cam-
paign that we used for testing the method. In the validation guide, however, the
uncertainty parameters are calculated from the result of numerous fire experi-
ments, hence representing more generalized values.

4.5. Stochastic Analysis

In this study, the variation of fire size, the pool area, pool location and the width
of the opening door represent the input parameter uncertainty. For stochastic
inputs listed in Table 6, we carry out MC simulation using the model having uni-
form cell of size of 10 cm. The sampling size, N, is 100 and the sampling method
is LHS. The selected fire type is t-square fire. For such fire, HRR is calculated
using fire growth time, tg, and peak HRR as

HRRðtÞ ¼ min 1000
t
tg

� 	2

;maxHRR

 !

½kW�; ð10Þ

where t is time in second.

Figure 21. Upper: The predicted, measured and corrected wall
temperatures. Lower: Probability that the wall crosses a given
threshold in a given time.
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Figure 22 compares the predicted and corrected probability density for wall
temperatures. The correction is based on the average value of the model uncer-
tainty, (d ¼ 1:15, and er�fMg ¼ 0:16 see Table 5). The plot shows that the correc-
tion assuming Gaussian shape is not appropriate for wall temperatures, i.e., the
distribution reaches negative axis. The correction using Eq. 6, however, narrows
the width of the distribution without deviating significantly from the observed
shape.

Figure 23 shows the contour plot for the CDF, U, of wall temperatures. The
vertical axis shows the temperature range, the horizontal axis shows the time and
the embedded text show the U values. The left plot shows the predicted values.

Figure 22. Predicted and corrected probability density of wall
temperatures at different times. Upper: Correction using Eq. 5. Lower:
Correction using Eq. 6.

Table 6
Mean, Range and the Type of Distribution Representing the Input
Stochastic

Input parameters Distribution Mean Lower value Upper value Unit

Maximum HRR Uniform – 950 5400 (kW)

Growth time, tg Triangular 75 30 150 (s)

Fuel layer thickness Uniform – 20 50 (mm)

Pool diameter Uniform – 0.7 1.6 (m)

Pool location, x Uniform – 1.5 8.5 (m)

Pool location, y Uniform – 1.5 3.5 (m)

Opening door width Uniform – 1.2 2.4 (m)
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The middle and right plots show the corrected values calculated according to
Eqs. 5 and 6 respectively.

Assuming that the wall fails when it crosses a given temperature threshold, the
failure probability would be the fraction of the number of the test cases in which
the wall temperature rises above this threshold. From the above CDF plots one
can infer the failure probability. For example, the predicted probability that the
wall temperature rises above 100�C before 6 min is 1–0.1� 0.9, where as the cor-
rected probability is 1–0.2 � 0.8. Similarly the predicted probability for wall to
rise above 200�C before 6 min is 1–0.6 � 0.4 and the corrected probability is 1–
0.7 � 0.3. The predicted probabilities are higher than the measured ones. This is
due to bias in the temperature prediction.

5. Discussion

The study propose correction, Eqs. 5 and 6, for the stochastically simulated out-

put, T̂ , based on the requirement that the corrected quantity, T, and the random
error, �, are independent of each other and the mean of � is zero. In general, the
output and the total error are dependent and the mean of the total error may not
be zero. The significance of the uncertainty model presented in this study is that
the total error is decomposed into a dependent constant, i.e., the ratio of simu-

lated and corrected mean, d ¼ lT̂ =lT , and a random component, � ¼ T̂ � d � T ,
which implies that the mean of � must be zero.

In this study, the correction method is illustrated using the true and observed
data that are perfectly aligned in time. Figure 24 demonstrate the applicability of
the method when data are shifted in time. It is found that the corrected probabil-
ity density for wall temperatures shifted up to 5 s backward or forward perfectly
overlaps with the corrected probability density for wall temperatures that are not
shifted in time. Upper and lower plots compare the probability density of the wall
temperatures shifted backward by 10 s and 1 min respectively. Plots show that
there is an acceptable difference in probability density when the wall temperatures
are shifted by 10 s. For 1 min shift, however, the difference is significant. The
method, therefore, may not work when the data are significantly shifted in time.

Figure 23. CDF, U, of wall temperatures. Left: Predicted. Middle:
Corrected according to Eq. 5. Right: Corrected according to Eq. 6.
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In Sect. 4.2 we conclude that the coupled analysis approach for wall tempera-
tures prediction is more accurate than the standalone approach. This could be
confusing as the random model errors, er�fMg, presented in Table 4 is lowest for
standalone model with boundary q00Exp. The basis for this reasoning is the compar-

atively high bias values for standalone model with boundary q00Exp presented in

Table 4 and the first two plots in Figure 16. Similarly, the average model uncer-
tainty values presented in Table 4 may not fully comply with the values presented
in Figs. 15 and 16. This is because the values in in Table 4 are based on the peak
values of all measurement points, while the ones presented in Figs. 15 and 16 cor-
respond to the measured and predicted outputs presented in Figs. 12 and 13
respectively, i.e., one measurement point located at the side wall 1.3 m from floor
and 4.5 m from the back wall.

Finally, the study presents predicted and corrected CDF of wall temperatures
calculated for the input stochastics listed in Table 6. The proposed correction
method handles only one type of different uncertainties appearing in a probabilis-
tic simulation with deterministic models. Other uncertainty types, input uncer-
tainty and sampling uncertainty deserve their own studies when aiming at accurate
fire risk analyses. Figure 25 presents an overall procedure for uncertainty manage-
ment in the stochastic simulation. Estimation of input uncertainty distribution is
crucially important for the simulation outcome and can require significant effort if
the number of uncertain parameters is high. Luckily, in a nonlinear system, such
as fire, the number of dominating input parameters is usually small [24]. For sam-
pling uncertainty, the convergence of the distribution moments can be studied, as
explained in Sect. 2.4. This would be very expensive if a complex numerical

Figure 24. Corrected probability density of wall temperature for the
data that are shifted in time by Dt. Upper: Dt = 10 s. Lower: Dt = 1
min.
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method such as CFD is being used. Means to quantify the sampling convergence
in LHS could possibly be developed using surrogate models, such as the response
surface method.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we show that the model uncertainties based on the peak outputs and
the current experimental data are similar to the ones estimated from the FDS vali-
dation database. The coupled analysis (FDS alone) had the smallest model uncer-
tainties in wall temperatures. The higher uncertainties in the standalone analyses
were caused by the high uncertainties of the heat flux, i.e. additional uncertainty
propagation. The model uncertainties were found to vary over time, however, the
probability correction using the generalized uncertainty parameters was effective
at each time instance. The model uncertainties reported in the context of a model
validation can be, therefore, used for correcting the output distributions resulting
from parameter (input) uncertainty. Nevertheless, the proposed method for the
model uncertainty compensation may not be effective when the model uncertainty
cannot be generalized. Further work is needed to study the effect of Latin hyper-
cube sampling uncertainty in failure probability calculation. Also, validation using
larger experimental datasets and a wider range of output quantities would be
valuable.
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Appendix 1: Estimation of True Distribution

In Sect. 2.2 we presented the uncertainty model which includes a constant multi-
plicative term d and the random additive term �,

T̂ ¼ d � T þ �: ð11Þ

Satisfying Eq. 11 with mean we get,

lT̂ ¼ d � lT þ l�:

The mean of the random errors is zero, l� ¼ 0, hence,

lT̂ ¼ d � lT ð12Þ

Squaring both side of Eq. 11 and taking average,

T̂
2 ¼ d2 � T 2 þ 2d � T � �þ �2:

T and � are independent of each other and l� ¼ 0 d � T � � ¼ 0. This results,

r2T̂ þ l2T̂ ¼ d2 � r2T þ d2 � l2T þ r2� :

Using lT̂ ¼ dlT from Eq. 12 we get,

r2T̂ ¼ d2 � r2T þ r2� : ð13Þ

Next we estimate the true output T from the simulated output, T̂ using the con-
stant coefficients a and b.

T ¼ a � T̂ þ b: ð14Þ
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To obtain a and b, we use the expression of the mean and variance, Eqs. 12 and
13, respectively. Using the mean,

lT ¼ a � lT̂ þ b;

b ¼ lT̂
d

� a � lT̂ :
ð15Þ

Similarly, using the expression of variance,

r2T ¼ 1

d2
r2T̂ � r2�

h i

;

�T 2 � l2T ¼ 1

d2
r2T̂ � r2�

h i

:

Squaring both side of Eq. 14 and replacing T 2,

a2 � T̂ 2 þ 2a � b � T̂ þ b2 �
l2
T̂

d2
¼ 1

d2
r2T̂ � r2�

h i

;

a2 r2T̂ þ l2T̂

� �

þ 2a � b � lT̂ þ b2 �
l2
T̂

d2
¼ 1

d2
r2T̂ � r2�

h i

:

ð16Þ

Now a and b can be solved from Eqs. 15 and 16,

a ¼ 1

d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� r�
rT̂

� 	2
s

ð17Þ

Replacing a and b in in Eq. 14,

T ¼ 1

d
lT̂ þ T̂ � lT̂

� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� r�
rT̂

� 	2
s2

4

3

5 ð18Þ

Appendix 2: Uncertainty Metrics Showing the Measured
and Predicted Outputs
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Appendix 3: Uncertainty Metrics Showing the Measured
and Predicted Wall Temperatures for Different Mesh
Configurations
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